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Abstrat

We onsider a dual labor markets model in whih the primary setor requires the

presene of e�ieny wage, while the seondary setor is ompetitive. We show that

the Solow ondition does not hold in a Stakelberg equilibrium where the primary

setor ats as a leader and the seondary one as a follower.
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1 Introdution

The literature on e�ieny wage predits a diret and inreasing relationship between

the wage paid by �rms and the level of e�ort provided by workers (Akerlof and Yellen,

1986, Katz, 1986). In equilibrium, �rms may �nd it pro�table to pay wage in exess

of market learing. E�ieny wage theories produe several interesting impliations.

In partiular, they explain that permanent involuntary unemployment may exist under

onditions of equilibrium in labor markets. E�ieny wage models are also apable of

generating a number of other stylized labor markets fats, inluding real wage rigidity, dual

labor markets, wage distributions for workers with idential produtive harateristis and

disrimination among observationally distint groups.

Beause of the impat of the wage setting on the workers' e�ort, pro�t-maximizing

�rms are expeted to set an optimal wage suh that the elastiity of e�ort with respet

to wage is equal to one. This well-known result of the standard e�ieny wage model is

due to Solow (1979) and is known as the Solow ondition. The e�ieny wage minimizes

the employer's wage ost per e�etive units of servie employed and eah �rm hires labor

up to the point where the marginal produt is equal to the e�ieny wage. However,

it has been suggested that the Solow ondition does not hold in general. In partiular,

Akerlof and Yellen (1986, question 4, pp. 14�16) point out that an e�ort-wage elastiity

of unity is undoubtedly exessive. This is an important issue, sine it asts doubt on the

possibility of an equilibrium with unemployment in an e�ieny wage model.

Numerous suggestions have been proposed in the literature to illustrate an e�ort-wage

elastiity lower than one. Akerlof and Yellen (1986) present a stati model with external

osts to aount for the downside risk from shirking labor. In Shmidt-Sørensen (1990),
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�xed employment osts per worker are introdued in the pro�t funtion. Pisauro (1991)

sets out a model with spei� taxes on labor. Lin and Lai (1994) show that the Solow

ondition does not hold in an intertemporal maximizing framework with turnover osts.

Marti (1997) and Faria (2000) examine models that ombine the shirking and the turnover

models of e�ieny wage, with the possibility of managerial supervision. The role of the

quality of job mathing on e�ieny wages is analyzed by Jellal and Zenou (1999). When

job mathing is unobservable, �rms an either set wages suh that the e�ort-wage elastiity

is lower or greater than one. Finally, Jellal and Zenou (2000) onsider a dynami e�ieny

wage model with learning by doing, where workers aumulate a stok of knowledge whih

allows them to inrease their e�ort.

Rather than relying on miroeonomi foundations for the e�ieny wage model, suh

as shirking or labor turnover osts, we follow a di�erent path in this paper to show that

the Solow ondition does not hold in general. For our purpose, we analyze the optimal

wage poliy in a dual labor markets model with e�ieny wage. Following Doeringer and

Piore (1971), we onsider two types of setor di�erentiated aording to the type of jobs

(see also Aemoglu, 2001). In the primary setor, jobs are stable and well paid, ontrary

to the seondary setor. Primary jobs are more omplex than seondary jobs, so that it

is more di�ult to monitor worker performane. This is the explanation of dual labor

markets given by Bulow and Summers (1986), based on the Shapiro and Stiglitz (1987)

labor shirking e�ieny wage model. Di�erent wage levels are due to di�erent monitoring

osts aross industries, thus providing a supply side explanation of dual labor markets1.

We assume that wage di�erenes between setors stem from the presene of e�ieny

1Additional referenes onerning dual labor markets in the �eld of e�ieny wages inlude Agénor
and Santaella (1998), Albreht and Vroman (1992), Jones (1987) and Saint-Paul (1996, hapter 5) for an
empirial survey.
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wage in the primary setor. Thus, in the ontext of dual labor markets, we prove that

e�ort-wage elastiity is expeted to be lower than unity in a Stakelberg equilibrium. The

primary setor ats as a leader in setting the wage poliy and the seondary setor as

a follower, thus leading to a strategi e�ieny wage. The remainder of the paper is

organized as follows. In setion 2, we present a dual labor markets model with e�ieny

wage. In setion 3, we determine the strategi e�ieny wage and examine the relevane

of the Solow ondition. Conluding omments are in setion 4.

2 A dual labor markets model

We onsider an eonomy in whih there are two setors. Dual labor markets an arise when

monitoring di�ulties vary aross �rms. The wage-produtivity nexus is thus important

only in one setor of the eonomy, the primary setor. We assume that there exists one

representative �rm per setor.

That eah �rm ats as a monopsonist within its setor may seem unrealisti. An

interpretation is to onsider that there are in fat several �rms per setor, but these �rms

ollude to at as a monopsonist (see Wauthy and Zenou, 2000, 2001). Another argument,

whih is more relevant in our ontext, is to rely on loal labor markets (see Topel, 1986).

For instane, let us assume the presene of a two-setors labor market, with a high-

tehnology setor and a low-tehnology setor. Workers deide to work by omparing net

wages aross setors. In eah setor, the same level of quali�ation is required by �rms.

So, workers are haraterized by low mobility within eah setor and even if �rms are

numerous, a monopsony market power prevails in eah setor. Clearly, monopsony power

is bounded by mobility osts (due to hanges of industry, of ity, of quali�ation), so that

monopsonisti �rms are redible as one onsiders su�iently important mobility osts (see
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the disussion in Thisse and Zenou, 1997)2.

The output of the primary �rm is a funtion of the workers' level of e�ort, whih is

variable due to imperfet monitoring. The e�ieny wage hypothesis is relevant in the

primary setor and there are job rationing and voluntary payments by �rms of wages in

exess of market-learing. Thus, the output in the primary setor is a funtion of labor

e�ieny units, i.e. the produt of e�ort and employment. The pro�t funtion of the

primary �rm is :

� = F
�
e
�
w

w0

�
N
�
� wN (1)

where e(:) is the aggregated e�ort funtion for the primary workers, w is the level of wage

in the primary �rm, w0 is the level of wage in the seondary �rm, N is the number of

workers in the primary �rm, and F (:) is the prodution funtion of the primary �rm. We

make the standard assumption of onavity (F 0 > 0, F 00 < 0).

Conversely, for the seondary �rm, the wage-produtivity relationship is supposed to

be nonexistent. Therefore, a fully neolassial behavior is expeted for that �rm. Owing

to perfet monitoring, the output in the seondary setor is supposed to depend on a

onstant level of e�ort. In the model, there is no unemployment. As laimed by Akerlof

and Yellen (1986, p. 3), �the market for seondary jobs lears, and anyone an obtain a

job in this setor, although it might be at a lower pay�. Let G(L�N) be the prodution

funtion of the seondary �rm, where L is the total labor fore in the eonomy. Thus,

the wage in the ompetitive seondary setor is given by the marginal produtivity in this

setor, whih is given by G0(L�N). Again, we suppose that G0 > 0 and G00 < 0.

We make the following assumption onerning how dual loal labor markets operate.

We fous on a Stakelberg equilibrium whih leads to a strategi e�ieny wage. The

2For empirial evidene on monopsony power in the labor market, see Boal and Ramson (1997).
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representative primary �rm ats as a leader when setting its optimal employment-wage

deisions, while the seondary �rm ats as a follower. Hene, the �rm operating in the

primary setor faes the following maximization program :

max
w;N

� = F
�
e
�
w

w0

�
N
�
� wN s.t. w0 = G0(L�N) (2)

whih an also be expressed as :

max
w;N

� = F

 
e

 
w

G0(L�N)

!
N

!
� wN (3)

The orresponding �rst-order onditions are :

N
e0

�
w
w0

�
w0

F 0

�
e
�
w

w0

�
N
�
�N = 0 (4)

"
e
�
w

w0

�
+ e0

�
w

w0

�
wN

G00(L�N)

G0(L�N)2

#
F 0

�
e
�
w

w0

�
N
�
� w = 0 (5)

Aording to (4), the marginal bene�t of adjusting wages is equalized with its marginal

ost, whih is the optimal ondition for wage setting. Aording to (5), the �rm hires

labor up to the point where the marginal ost of labor is equal to its marginal revenue.

3 Strategi e�ieny wage and the Solow ondition

Given the ompetitive behavior for the seondary �rm, we an now determine the optimal

value for the e�ieny wage. Sine the ondition G0(L�N) = w0 holds, equation (5) an

also be expressed as :

"
e
�
w

w0

�
+ e0

�
w

w0

�
w

w0

N

L�N

G00(L�N)

G0(L�N)
(L�N)

#
F 0

�
e
�
w

w0

�
N
�
� w = 0 (6)

Using (4), the marginal produtivity of the primary �rm is suh that :

F 0

�
e
�
w

w0

�
N
�
=

w0

e0

�
w
w0

� (7)
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Let �( w
w0

) = e0

e
w
w0

be the e�ort-wage elastiity ; � = �G00(L�N)
G0(L�N)

(L �N) is the elastiity of

the marginal produtivity (wage) in the seondary setor ; N

L�N
indiates the relative size

of the primary �rm in omparison with the seondary �rm. Hene, we obtain the optimal

strategi e�ieny wage given in the following proposition.

Proposition 1 The e�ort-wage elastiity in a dual labor markets model is :

�
�
w

w0

�
=

L�N

L�N + �N
(8)

Proof : Using (6) and (7), and by rearranging some terms, we arrive at the following

expression for the e�ort-wage elastiity :

e0
�
w
w0

�
e
�
w

w0

� w

w0
=

1

1� G00(L�N)
G0(L�N)

(L�N) N

L�N

From the de�nitions of � and �, we dedue that �( w
w0

) = (L�N)=(L�N + �N). QED

Corollary 1 The e�ort-wage elastiity in a Stakelberg equilibrium is less than one.

Thus, in this framework, we provide formal proof that the Solow ondition does not

hold with dual labor markets. Indeed, the prodution funtion is haraterized by dereas-

ing returns to sale, so that we have � = �G00(L�N)
G0(L�N)

(L�N) > 0. Hene, L�N+�N > L�N

and learly �( w
w0

) < 1. Therefore, our result an be treated as theoretial support for the

argument developed in Akerlof and Yellen (1986), who argue that an e�ort-wage elasti-

ity of unity is quite high. Given the prodution tehnologies, the e�ort-wage elastiity is

less than one when one aounts for strategi interations between the primary and the

seondary setors3.

3With a prodution funtion of the sort F (e;N), there is not neessarily a lower equilibrium e�ort-
wage elastiity. This result is standard in the e�ieny wage literature (see Ramaswamy and Rowthorn,
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Proposition 1 has the following interpretation. We restrit our attention to the ase

of two levels of tehnology, high and low. An e�ieny wage is implemented for the

high-tehnology �rm beause of imperfet monitoring. Hene, high wages are paid in

exhange of high amounts of e�ort. Workers partiipate only in one of the two �rms (no

unemployment). By playing a Stakelberg equilibrium, the primary �rm an threaten the

workers not to �nd a job in the high-tehnology setor, thereby leading to a lower wage

for them in the �rm with low-tehnology. The lesson of our paper is that in suh a setting,

the e�ort-wage elastiity is lower than one. There is an inentive for a manager to inrease

the wage level in the primary �rm. For a high value of w, the level of employment in this

setor is low and there is a shift of labor from the primary to the seondary setor, whih

dereases the value of w0 (sine L�N is higher).

4 Conlusion

In this paper, we have presented a dual labor markets model with e�ieny wage. Con-

sidering a Stakelberg equilibrium in whih the primary setor ats as a leader and the

seondary setor as a follower, we show that the Solow ondition does not hold in general

and an e�ort-wage elastiity lower than one is expeted. This theoretial result puts in

perspetive the intuition presented in Akerlof and Yellen (1986) and indiates that it is

important to aount for the strategi aspets between setors in the labor market when

1991). In the dual labor market ase, the strategi e�ieny wage is :

�

�
w

w0

�
=
�N
�e

1

1 + � N
L�N

where Fe = �F=�e and FN = �F=�N are elastiities of prodution with respet to e�ort and employment

in the primary setor. Thus, �
�
w
w0

�
is greater (respetively lower) than one when the inequality �N

�e
>

1 + � N
L�N

holds (respetively �N
�e

< 1 + � N
L�N

).
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examining e�ieny wage, both from a theoretial and empirial viewpoint.

In addition, the dual labor markets model with e�ieny wage provides a new ex-

planation onerning the presene of a minimum wage in the labor market. While the

low-tehnology �rm is haraterized by a wage whih depends on its marginal produtiv-

ity, the minimum wage is not a�eted by the struture of employment. Thus, by setting

a minimum wage, the publi authority prevents the �rm haraterized by leadership to

in�uene the wage level in the low-tehnology �rm. It follows that the Solow ondition is

restored in the ase of dual labor markets when a minimum wage exists.
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